The need for time use measurements amidst the pandemic was urgent:

Disruption of care networks: households must internally assume a greater unpaid work burden.

Isolation, social distancing and income shock reduced the possibility of households to “outsource” care.

Quick response to the need for time-use measurements amidst the pandemic:

- DANE took measures to apply the third ENUT Survey in a face-to-face manner, as planned. The ENUT in Colombia is every 3 years.
- We built awareness in households, through communication pieces to reduce rejections in the operation.
- We added questions related to the health and economic emergency.
- DANE presented two special publications that reported results for each 4 months during the year of collection. Previously, we only made the full year bulletins. But now, information needs were urgent.
- The Survey was collected until August 31, 2021, and the regular publication of the annual results will take place at the end of October of 2021.

Women completed, on average, almost 8 hours of unpaid work per day (1 hour more than 3 years ago)